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New Discovery of Chemerin Binding to CCRL2 Receptor Using SPRM

Chemoattractant receptors and their cognate ligands are promising drug targets for disruption of the
tumor progression cascade. Most of these chemoattractant receptors are conventional seven
transmembrane-spanning (7TM) G-coupled protein receptors (GPCRs)1,2. ACKRs ( Atypical chemokine
receptors), unlike conventional GPCRs, do not activate the G-protein dependent signaling required to
direct cell migration3,4. Rather, they modulate chemokine availability by acting as scavenger receptors,
promoting chemokine endocytosis, or creating chemokine gradients.

C-C motif chemokine receptor-like 2 (CCRL2) is a non-signaling 7TM receptor related to the ACKR
family  5. However, CCRL2 differs from ACKRs because it is devoid of ligand scavenger functions and
lacks confirmed binding to classical chemokines. CCRL2 is a non-signaling receptor that binds
chemotactic ligands to shape leukocyte recruitment to sites of inflammation. However, there is a lack of
knowledge on the functional impact and the types of ligands that directly bind CCRL2.

Recent technological advancements in the field of surface plasmon resonance has facilitated the
characterization of ligand-receptor interactions under native expression conditions. Surface Plasmon
Resonance (SPR) Microscopy incorporates SPR and brightfield microscopy (Fig 1A) to detect binding
of unlabeled molecules to cell surface targets.6-8

Figure 1: Schematic representation of (A) SPRM instrument depicting the SPR and brightfield input, cell chamber
and sample flow.9 (B) Chemerin binding to transmembrane CCRL2 receptor.

SPRM measures the kinetics of molecular interactions to the surface of whole cells and has been
crucial for determining on-rate (ka), off-rate (kd) and binding affinity (KD) for ligands to cell-surface
expressed receptors. Since SPRM does not require tagged or labeled ligands, it is beneficial for
mitigating the potential adverse effects of labeling on ligand function and affinity. Using BI’s
ImageSPR™analysis software, the SPRM sensor surface is uniformly divided into hundreds of regions
of interest (ROIs). ROIs that detect a binding response are fit to kinetic interaction models for statistical
analysis.



In this study, a BI SPRm200 instrument was used to confirm that chemerin, a non-chemokine
chemotactic protein ( which was not reported previously) binds to CCRL2 (Fig 1B) on parental HEK
293T cells as well as the variant HEKhuCCRL2 cells9 . Numerous ROIs were observed over cells when
chemerin was exposed to HEK-huCCRL2 cells (Fig 2A), but only a few ROIs were present when
chemerin was exposed toh parental HEK cells (Fig 2B), indicating that chemerin specifically binds cells
expressing CCRL2. Kinetic data assessing chemerin binding to HEK-huCCRL2 cells were fitted to 1:1
binding model show robust gaussian distributions for calculated on-rate, off-rate and binding affinity (Fig
2 C, D and E), whereas minimal binding of chemerin to parental HEK cells was detected and KD values
could not be calculated. The mean values for chemerin binding HEK-huCCRL2 cells across all
experiments performed for on-rate (ka = 3.11E+05 M-1 s -1), off-rate (kd = 1.16E-03 s -1) and binding
affinity (KD = 5.49 nM) were reported. Importantly, the mean KD of chemerin binding to huCCRL2
determined by SPRM was comparable to previously reported binding affinity (2.35 nM) determined by
radiolabeled chemerin binding to cells overexpressing huCCRL210.

Figure 2: SPRm200 brightfield image of (A) human chemerin bound to HEK-huCCRL2 cells or (B) human
chemerin bound to parental HEK cells; squares indicate ROIs where chemerin binding events were detected and
are representative of N = 3. Representative histogram distributions for (C) on-rate (ka), (D) off-rate (kd) and (E)
binding affinity (KD) were generated from kinetic fit of ROI sensorgrams for human chemerin binding to
HEK-huCCRL2 cells and are representative experiments of N = 3. Histograms of on-rate (C) and off-rate (D)
values generated using Biosensing Instrument Image Analysis Software are assigned units of ka (1/M sec) and kd
(1/sec), respectively.

To investigate whether biotin-labeling may interfere with ligand binding to HEK-huCCLR2 cells, a subset
of label-free C-C chemokines was assessed by an SPRm200 instrument. Few ROIs were present when
a subset of label-free chemokines like CCL2 and CCL5 were incubated with HEK-huCCRL2 cells and
KD values could not be calculated. However the kinetic values of biotin-chemerin binding to
HEK-huCCRL2 cells were consistent with the label-free chemerin values as seen in Table 1.
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Biotinylation can occur at any reactive primary amine, and an SPRM assessment of the chemerin
binding to HEKhuCCRL2 cells shows negligible effects on binding due to biotinylation.

Chemerin and CCRL2 Interaction ka x 105 [1/M*s] kd x 10-3[1/s] KD [nM]

Unlabeled chemerin 3.11 1.16 5.49

Biotinylated chemerin 2.97 1.84 8.55

Table 1: Summary of chemerin binding to HEK-huCCRL2

SPRM enabled direct binding and kinetics analysis of a previously unreported C-C chemokine. The
binding kinetics of Chemerin to CCRL2 on parental HEK 293T cells as well as the variant
HEKhuCCRL2 cells were determined.9

CCRL2 does not activate intracellular G proteins and concentrates its ligand at the plasma membrane11.
The downstream signaling of this receptor is not known and identifying tools that neutralize CCRL2
from ligand binding is the main way to identify its function. In order to do so, SPRM was used as a
confirmatory antibody binding method to study the binding kinetics of two anti-huCCRL2 antibody
clones (K097F7 and 152254) to HEK-huCCRL2 cells and parental HEK 293T cells. Numerous ROIs
were detected on HEK- huCCRL2 cells (Fig 3A and 3B), but not on parental HEK cells.

Figure 3: SPRm200 brightfield image of (A) K097F7 binding to HEK-huCCRL2 cells, (B) 152254 binding to
HEK-huCCRL2 cells, and (C) isotype control binding to HEK- huCCRL2 cells; squares indicate ROIs where
antibody binding events were detected.

Neutralizing Ab and CCRL2 Interaction ka x 105 [1/M*s] kd x 10-3[1/s] KD [nM]

K097F7 5.65 8.28 2.48

152254 5.88 1.94 4.75

Table 2 : Summary of neutralizing antibody clones binding to HEK-huCCRL2

The binding affinity (KD) for K097F7 and 152254 to HEK-huCCRL2 cells was 2.48 nM and 4.75 nM,
respectively (Table 2). Importantly, minimal binding of K097F7 and 152254 to parental HEK cells
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resulted in KD values that could not be calculated. Moreover, minimal binding of an isotype control to
HEK-huCCRL2 cells was observed (Fig 3C), indicating that K097F7 and 152254 bound specifically to
CCRL2.
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